
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awaken Your Divine Inner Warrior 
Reclaim your spiritual authority and stand up to fear  

.....the ego is very vulnerable and insecure and it sees itself as     
constantly under threat. This, by the way, is the case even if the ego 

is outwardly very confident...”    (Eckhart Tolle) 
 

Unless we are an Enlightened Master, most of us can experience the          
agonising and often overwhelming effects of fear. Fear is rife in the psyche of 
humanity.  As a collective species we are regularly faced with its insidious    
nature as it slowly blackmails us into surrendering to its will. 
 
Like a deadly spider, it sets out to trap us in its multi-stranded false Web of 
Power, slowly paralyzing us with its poisonous venom, making it difficult to   
escape from its control over our lives. 
 
Here are just a few of the ways it operates. Fear of loss, fear of failure, fear of      
success, fear of criticism, fear of rejection, fear of the future, fear of making 
mistakes, fear of abandonment, fear of being hurt, fear of not having enough, 
fear of not being good enough, fear of loneliness,  etc; etc;  And if we really 
look deeper, most of all the major problems in the world have their origins in 
the fact that someone or some nation, is afraid of something. 
 
In this brand new workshop we will learn to access the Divine Inner Warrior, 
that aspect of our self that is the only real antidote to fear.  We will be using  
powerful spiritual tools that will help us handle fear more effectively and you 
will also find out the significance of the planet Mars in your personal astrology 
chart.  Mars is the planet of bravery and action. Come and take the first steps 
that lead you from the fear that can freeze you to the Courage that frees you. 

 

“It’s okay to be scared. Being scared means you’re about to do       

 

A One-Day                 
Transformational Work-

shop with Soul Guidance 
Practitioner Christine King 
and  Astrologer Amy Bird 

 
This workshop is now over 

please enquire about   
similar workshops        

coming soon 
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